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Vitality | Arogyavardhini Vati - Uses, Functions And Therapeutic Benefits | Amazing Benefits Of Betel Leaves Nobody Told You Welcome to Netmeds.com! India's Leading Online Pharmacy! With a dynamic legacy of over 100 years in the pharma business, it comes as no surprise that Netmeds.com is the first choice of over 4 million+ satisfied customers
when it comes to an online pharmacy in India. Netmeds.com has a pan India presence as we deliver health care essentials to every state in the country. We take your health seriously at Netmeds.com. Be it purchasing medicines online, lab tests or online doctor consultations, we've got it all covered for our customers! Take the Worry Out of Buying
Medicines! Purchase Medicines Online Anytime, Anywhere! Get everything you need at Netmeds.com to take care of your health right from high-quality, affordable, authentic prescription medicines, Over-The-Counter pharmaceuticals products to general health care products, Ayurveda, Unani and Homeopathy medicines. Buy medicines online at
Netmeds.com from the comfort of your home and we will take care of the rest! We will ensure that the life-saving drugs reach your doorstep without a hitch. Do away with the hassle of driving to the medical store, waiting in line, or even remembering your refills! Netmed.com will sort out those problems for you effectively so that you can lead a healthy and full
life! Ordering medicines online at Netmeds.com is just a simple 4 step process. Browse through our wide range of health care products, add them to your cart, uploading your prescription (if required) and proceed to checkout! With Netmed.com, rest assured that your health will be in safe hands! Buying medicines online At Netmeds.com, we ensure that you
get high-quality life-saving medicines are delivered to you on time. Order medicines online at your convenience from across the country. We also deliver Ayurvedic, Homeopathic, Unani and Over-The-Counter (OTC) products to over 19,000 pin codes across the country! Medicine Subscription Remembering to refilling medicines month on month to address
chronic conditions can be a hassle. Netmeds' subscription service will ensure that you never run out of these vital medicines. Just set it up and your medicines will get refilled and delivered automatically every month to your doorstep! Netmeds First Netmeds First is our loyalty programme which puts you and your health First! First members can get an extra
2.5% NMS Cashback (up to INR 100 per order) on prescription medication ordered using the membership. Members are also eligible for free delivery, priority processing, and free online doctor consultations! Diagnostics Do you find yourself constantly putting off getting your lab tests done because it's inconvenient to schedule them or because they are
expensive? Visit Netmed.com to book lab tests and health checkup packages online from well-reputed, certified diagnostic labs according to your convenience and at affordable rates. We will also make your lab reports available online for easy access. Online Doctor Consultation Are the long queues at hospitals and clinics putting you off? At Netmeds.com,
we realize that your time and health are precious. Consult with top-notch doctors online 24/7 at your convenience through our online doctor consultation service! Why Choose Netmeds? 100+ years of experience in the pharma sector Vital medicines delivered across the country Trust of more than 4 million+ loyal customers Our team is made up of highly
experienced pharmacists & healthcare professionals A wide array of healthcare services available for your convenience We stock only genuine medicines & healthcare products We at Netmeds.com know how crucial medicine is to treating health conditions and we are extremely proud to be at the forefront of the online medicine industry. Netmeds.com offers
its customers a reliable online pharmacy service and as a testament to our commitment, we are regularly recognized and honoured with awards. We are pleased to highlight some of our awards here and we aim to continue adding more feathers to our cap! We have bagged the 'Health Tech Start-Up of the Year' at the NDTV Unicorn Awards 2016. We are
also proud that we have been selected as Asia's Most Promising Brand 2018' by Int+ WCRC International. We have been named as the 'Best Digital Healthcare Start-up' by ET Now World Health and Wellness Congress in 2019. We were also recognized by ET Now World Health and Wellness Congress as the 'Digital Healthcare Company of the year' in
2019. In /magazine/drug-today GET /magazine/drug-today MAGAZINE TELEVISION NEWSPAPER Drug Today has been around since 1993. It was launched in New Delhi and started catering to readers across 6 Class A cities across the country. The magazine has the latest information and news from the pharma industry of India and abroad. Drug Today
caters to companies and medical facilities that can change the future of your pharma company right away.Magazine ads mean long shelf lives for the ads and lasting durable message to your targeted consumers. Advertising in magazines with Bookadsnow.com ensures minimal duplicate reach amidst your target group. Advertising in Drug Today can ensure
favourability, purchase consideration as well as awareness for your brand. Category: Healthcare And Medical Journals Circulation: 200,000 copies Frequency: Quarterly We do not display any rates as all media rates are negotiable. Please get in touch with our media experts for the best rates! 30+ YEARS industry experience AUTHORIZED ONLINE AD
BOOKING Constipation is a disease from which people suffer frequently due improper, unbalanced and untimely eating. Pooping problem is a topic that hardly discussed. It is basically caused by irritable bowel movements and a common reason of painful defecation and can be worse if not taken seriously. However, there is nothing to feel embarrassed
about. Here are a few simple homes remedies to decrease the irritation: Lemon: Lemon can be used to cure constipation. Drinking a glass of warm water with lemon and a bit of salt in it not only purifies the intestines, but also helps in smooth passage of stool. Fiber: Eating fiber rich food as dried beans, prunes, and figs can really work wonders. Such eating
acts like a sponge thereby preventing stomach bloating. Raisins: Raisins are also high in fiber and help a lot in aiding digestion and relieving constipation. Triphala powder: Consuming Triphala powder acts as a great laxative. Just mixing one teaspoon of it in warms water and a bit of honey and drink it just an after wake up empty stomach in the morning. It
will certainly work amazingly. Oranges: They are big source of Vitamin C and a orange can give 116.2% of the daily value of Vitamin C which gives immediate relief from constipation. Never ignore nature’s call: Yes, last but certainly not the least, one should never ignore a nature’s call as it is like inviting trouble for future. Original Source:- Drug Today and
Drug Today Medical Times brands are published from Lorina Publication. The co founder of the publication is Mr Lalit Mishra and the managing Director Poonam Mishra. The Journal Drug Today and Monthly newspaper Drug Today Medical Times is been published from New Delhi and has a largest circulation at the pan India level. The publication has its
own office in six A class Cities across the India and headquarter in New Delhi. Drug today was founded in 1993, keeping in mind the need of information on the drugs that are available in the Indian market and their substitutes. The publication has proved itself to be well known in the pharma industry. And is considered to be south Asia no 1 Medical
formulation journal. Everyone in the industry has always cherished the hard work of Drug Today Team. The information that matter on Drugs or medicine and the market is found between its two covers. The continuous updating of medicine over the past two decades has made Drug Today Book as an authority and a final relied journal for drug information to
the pharma industry. It also has a large subscription based readership across the nation. The main aim of the journal is to prove accurate and correct information to its reader and reflect as a ready reference of medicine in details. If you are from the pharma industry or from the health fraternity then you should subscribe Drug Today. Click on the link for the
subscription Drug Today has launched its own website in 2012, where anyone can search for the information on medicine or it substitutes. The main reason for the launch of the website was to provide 24X7 online service to our industry, all you need is the internet service on your phone. Drug Today Medical Times is a leading newspaper in the industry and
has tapped the common man market as well. It’s a health and a medical newspaper where one can find it interesting while reading. The news and the article published are in layman language and easily understood able. It provides information on the health development and latest updates in India and aboard. Health being the integral part of everyone’s life,
one should read this newspaper as well. To subscribe the newspaper click on the link below, the subscription rates are economical. What’s more important for the team is to educate the common man about the development in health fraternity and information on the medical sector. You can also visit our website drugtodayonline.com for latest news and
information on the health and medical sector. Once subscribed the delivery of the product will be made within 6-7 working days. For more info Click Here DRUG TODAY MEDICAL TIMES in NEW YORK According to a study, the part of the brain identified as the control centre for human speech does not actually work when we speak loudly.The Broca’s area
named after 19th century French physician Pierre Paul Broca has known for more than one fifty thausand years as the command centre for social speech, containing vocalization. Now, scientists at the University of California Berkeley and Johns Hopkins University in Maryland are demanding this long-held statement with new confirmation that Broca’s area
actually switches off when we talk out loud.Lead authors of the Study Adeen Flinker said, “Broca’s area shuts down during the actual delivery of speech, but it may remain active during conversation as part of planning future words and full sentences.” Neuroscientists have conventionally organised the brain’s language centre into two main regions, one for
perceiving speech and one for producing speech.“This finding helps us move towards a view that Broca’s area is not a centre for speech production but rather a serious part for integrating and coordinating information crosswise other brain regions,” Flinker said. The discovery has major implications for the diagnoses and treatments of stroke, epilepsy and
brain injuries that result in language impairments.Flinker concluded that the results could help us advance language mapping during neurosurgery as well as the assessment of language impairments. A complete health and medical based news DTMT NETWORK Emerging Antimicrobial Resistance Society (EARS), a non-profit making organisation which has
established a vast network of healthcare institutions and research centers across India for the surveillance of bacterial strains resistant to antibiotics, conducted an awareness walk in Delhi. The walk was orgnaised as part of the organisation’s nationwide Awareness Week on Antibiotic Knowledge and Education (Awake) campaign for the first time in India
from November 16 to 23 to promote the rational use of antibiotics. Displaying placards and banners and raising slogans like “Use antibiotics wisely and be healthy” and “Take action today to save tomorrow”, EARS volunteers, joined by doctors, pharmacists and medical students, marched their way from Sir Gangaram Hospital in New Delhi to City Hospital
and Kolmet Hospital in Karol Bagh and back covering a distance of 2.5 km. Drug Today Medical Times (DTMT) also joined the AWAKE campaign. The walk was flagged off by Dr SP Byotra, chairperson, Department of Medicine, Sir Ganga Ram Hospital. EARS also organised a webinar (seminar on the web) for doctors on the antibiotic stewardship
programme. Around 3,000 doctors from all over the country were invited to the webinar, which was presided over by Dr Chand Wattal, head, microbiology department, Sir Ganga Ram Hospital. Dr Pankaj, vice-president and Dr Arvind Singh, coordinator of EARS were also present during the awareness walk. Touted as the third largest drug producer in the
world, the Indian pharmaceutical industry grew at an estimated compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 13 per cent till recently. This huge pharma growth ensured India’s entry into the top five emerging pharma markets’ club. However, the pharma sector, of late, is passing through a rough patch. There has not been any significant investment in the sector
nor has any new pharma company come up in the recent past. Over and above, there has been steady decline in the export as well as import of drugs. What is more, foreign investors are coy to invest in Indian pharma sector for reasons not far to seek. What could be the reason for this unexpected turnaround? Why is pharma industry not doing business the
way it used to in the past? The slump in the pharma business has more to do with governmental policies than the market forces. How else could one explain the sudden downfall of such a flourishing industry without any warning signals soon after unsolicited statutory intervention? Changing pricing and regulatory environment and tightening of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) are at the root of the slowdown in the industry’s growth rate. In its eagerness to tap the resources of the pharma sector, the government through its populist drive tried to stretch the pharma too far without taking into consideration sustainability in fiscal terms. The result is there for all to see. What is required is serious review of the so-called
populist policies carried over the last two years. This populism did more harm to the pharma industry in particular and the healthcare system in general than good. But what we see is perpetuation of the mistakes perpetrated over the last couple of years. For more information:- Click Here
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